
What is a Math & Science Integration approach to learning? 
The Math Science approach to teaching and learning involves students making connections between concepts of math and sci-

ence in all areas of study.  Through literature they explore historical contributions made by mathematicians and scientists 

through biographical research.  They become investigators and problem solvers making connections between evidence and re-

sults.  Students explore the world around them through a scientific lens and learn to recognize the role of science and math con-

cepts in the real world around them.  There is a laser focus on integrating Math/Science concepts into all areas of study within 

the state mandated curriculum. 

Examples of Math & Science Integration Experiences: 
 Students interact with practicing mathematicians and scientists to bridge an understanding of how math and science sub-

jects impact future employment and success. 

 Students experience science and math connections through field trips that enrich their understanding these subjects.  

 Students learn the investigative process through a collaboration with Otterbein students in solving a “crime scene” using 

scientific experiments and developing hypotheses.  They also work with Otterbein faculty and students enriching early 

learning of science studies. 

 Students are provided learning experiences in all the subjects. Students will have hands-on experience with the concepts 

being taught even in their gym, art, and music classes. They learn about factors that affect pitch and frequency through mu-

sic connections.  

 Students make connections between inventions and simple machines and art through a study of Leonardo DaVinci.   

 Students are challenged to always be good detectives and be looking for clues and patterns that exist all around them.  

 Students are taught the Design Process and other Processing Skills in order to accomplish and learn the standards that are 

required of all fifth graders. 

 Collaborating with Generations Dance Studio second grade students connect math and movement with music and recreate 

fairy tales.  

Magnet Power Hour:   

What is Hanby’s Magnet Power Hour? 

A specified time each “color day” rotation is dedicated to Hanby’s Magnet Power Hour. During this time students become laser 
focused on their specific magnet strand. The Magnet Power Hour allows students various enrichment learning opportunities 
aimed at enhanced learning experiences regarding their chosen area of focus (i.e. Arts or Math/Science). Students may engage 
in conducting research, enjoying special guest speakers and/or completing group/independent projects. During the Magnet 
Power Hour students  may  work  with  their  classroom teacher and possibly other teachers from their as-signed Magnet Strand.  
Flexible grouping may be used so that students have the opportunity to partner with students in other grade levels who share 
their passion and interest for their chosen Magnet Strand.     
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